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Finding the most appropriate personal statement prompt is a stressful task for students. Getting admission
in their favorite university is overwhelming for students so they look around for help to choose the best
personal statement prompts for their admission. The main goal is to choose a unique and appealing topic
that will instantly click and impress the admission officers. If you are also stuck in this situation and looking
here and there for help then you have arrived at the right place. A write my essay service will help you
choose the most accurate topic for your personal statement that will help you secure a seat in your desired
university.
A personal statement is an opportunity for you to introduce yourself to people who read through your
admission application. You have to write an admission essay in such a way that it not only introduces you to
the admission officers but also convinces them about why you deserve to get admission in this university.
You should learn some tips and tricks to stand out amongst other candidates to secure your seat in the
university. Every student tries their best to choose the best prompt and compose a perfect statement to
impress the admission officers.
You need to stay calm and read this blog till the end for a lot of personal statement prompts to choose from
given by an essay writing service.
How to Choose Personal Statement Prompt
1.

Choose a specific prompt

It is important to select a prompt that is not too general. If you want to construct a professional statement,
you have to choose a clear and specific prompt that will define its requirements clearly. It will help you write
an impressive personal statement to secure admission or attain a scholarship.
2.

It should be interesting

The prompt should not be boring or uninteresting. It should consist of several experiences and opinions of
you depicting your strengths and qualities. The topic should be interesting enough to grab the attention of
the readers in no time.
3.

It should exhibit your qualities and academic excellence

The personal statement should not represent a book review or report an irrelevant event. It should depict
your qualities and academic excellence through various interesting experiences that have a huge
significance in your life.
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Describe your favorite personality.
The most challenging moment in your life?
Why do you want to attend this university?
How do you think higher education impacts the career of students?
Write about the book you love the most.
Write about the movie you have enjoyed watching.
Write about your personal qualities.
Write about your academic career.
Reflect on the time when you challenged any belief or an idea. What was the idea and what were
the consequences?

10. Tell us about something that someone has done for you that made you thankful and ecstatic? How
does being grateful impact your life?
11. Describe an event that sparked a period of personal as well as professional growth for you and
others.
12. Explain the topic or an idea that seems so interesting to you that it makes you lose track of time.
Explain the reason why it captivates your attention?
13. Tell us about the person you turn to when you want to gain knowledge and wise advice? Explain the
behavior pattern of this person?
14. Write an essay on a topic of your own choice.
15. Write about your academic achievements.
16. Share the story that makes you different from others.

I hope you will find the most appropriate prompt for your personal statement from the above-mentioned
prompts. Now the real task is to construct an impressive personal statement that will help you get admission
in your desired university. If you are unsure of your writing skills, you should definitely consider seeking
help from a professional essay writer. There are a number of student-friendly and professional writing
services available online that will help you customize your statement. It will increase your chances of getting
a scholarship to get into your dream university.

The entire process of searching these services and placing your order is quite simple and easy to follow. First
of all, you have to find the most reputable dissertation writers on the internet. You can go through the
reviews of many services available online; it will help you choose one out of many. Once you have selected
the website, you will enter your details to create an account to be able to place an order. Once your account
is created you will get a confirmation message from their team. You can ask them to share sample papers
with you to check the quality of their services.

Clear all of your doubts before placing an order. You can contact their support team and they will help you
resolve your queries. Then you have to click on the option that says “write my paper” and enter the details
of your assignment such as type of document, description, attachments, number of pages, number of
resources required, formatting style, and other essential details that you want to mention.

Now you can place your order by pressing the confirm order button and wait for your work to get delivered
within your given time. They also deliver plagiarism reports along with your work to ensure the originality
and authenticity of the work. Also if the work does not match your requirements you can claim revision as
many times as you want without any extra charges.
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